ECHO Resource List

Below is a detailed list containing many of the resources available for checkout from ECHO and their associated tier access levels. The ECHO Online Reservation Portal will have a more comprehensive list of available to users.

Tier Access

Resource Tiers are used to ensure that higher level resources are available and in proper working order for those users that know how to utilize them responsibly. Tiers can be determined by class needs, resource complexity, limited availability, or any other criteria that may require ECHO to restrict the amount of users that can access the resource.

Tier 1: The majority of ECHO resources fall within this tier. These resources are available to all users eligible to borrow from the Stamps ECHO inventory.

Tier 2: This tier is for resources reserved for users either currently enrolled within a required course or that have successfully completed the course. Speak with the ECHO Coordinator about what courses may grant access to Tier 2 resources.

Tier 3: This tier is for resources that are in limited supply, require a high level of understanding, or simply need to be more tightly controlled. Users interested in borrowing Tier 3 resources will need to arrange a time to speak with the ECHO Coordinator for authorization.

Cameras
- Canon Vixia HD camcorders
- Panasonic HMC40 HD camcorders (Tier 2)
- Panasonic HMC150 HD camcorders (Tier 3)
- Canon T5i DSLR Camera Kits
- GoPro Hero4 Black 4K action cameras
- Logitech Web ConferenceCam
- Hasselblad 501c large format film cameras (Tier 3)
- Elmo document camera

Accessories
- T5i extended battery packs
- T5i A/C adapters
- Canon DSLR shutter remotes
● DSLR shutter timers
● SD cards
● White balance cards
● GoPro mounting accessories
● Light Meters

Tripods
● 3-way photo heads
● Video fluid-heads
● Tripod dollies
● Horizontal head extensions
● Panoramic Head

Microphones
● Zoom Audio Recorders
● Røde VideoMics
● Shotgun microphones
● Wired lavaliers

Speakers
● Micca powered speaker sets
● Fender conference PA system (Tier 3)
● Anchor powered single speakers
● Megaphone (Tier 3)

Projectors
● SD projectors
● HD 4400 Lumen projectors (Tier 2)
● HD Mini projector (Tier 2)
● Portable projection screens

Displays
● 60” UHD 4K Display (Tier 3)
● 40” 1080p HD Displays (Tier 3)
● iPad 2 (Tier 3)

Media Players
● USB/SD card digital media players
● Blu-ray players
● DVD players
● VHS/DVD combo deck

Animation & Drawing
● Portable LED drawing pads
● Animation stages
● Stop motion practice tubs
● DragonFrame mobile animation station (Tier 2)
● Buhl opaque projector (Tier 3)
Lighting
- Generay LED lighting kits
- Caliber LED fresnel light kit
- Lowel tota lighting kits
- Clip lights
- Strobes & power packs (Tier 2)

Reference Books
- Graphic Artists Guild Handbook for Pricing and Ethical Guidelines
- The Animation Book
- The Animator's Survival Kit
- The Advanced Art of Stop Motion
- Pantone Complete Color Swatch Kit
- Cinematography Theory and Practice
- Broken Screen: 26 Conversations with Doug Aitken
- The Visual Story

Tools
- Seamless backdrop kit
- Tabletop light box
- i1Pro color calibration kit
- Folding carts
- Extension cords
- Power strips
- Display adapters
- Data cables